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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK THE SWEETER SIDE OF R. CRUMB
Cute little kittens, angels, and babies? Flowers, ice cream cones, and German
boy bands? Coming from, supposedly, the creepiest and most pessimistic artist of
his generation? Yes indeed, there is a "sweeter side" to R. Crumb. These
delectable illustrations-whether depicting Bernie the Cat pawing for his master's
affection, the timeworn beauty of a French village cul-de-sac, or a quiet night chez
Crumb-wonderfully exemplify the many tender moments that have, until now,
played second fiddle to the cult icon's more raunchy sketches. Now Crumb
harkens back to his humble American beginnings as a Cleveland greeting card
illustrator, when his innate knack for the grotesque had to be suppressed for the
perennial appeal of "cute." The result is this cheery and blue-skied world, where
readers of every conceivable personality type, age group, even sexual persuasion
can finally enjoy the artist's momentary lapse from naughty to nice.
THE SWEETER SIDE OF R. CRUMB PAPERBACK - AMAZON.COM
The Sweeter Side of R Crumb is just that. Away with his 'reputation', this book
illuminates a side that few see. The pages are filled with diverse images from
musical legends to landscapes, to self portraits. The Sweeter Side of R. Crumb is
really as sketchbook and provides little in the way of comics, for which Crumb is
mostly known, and more one page illustrations. In case you didn't know, R. Crumb
is the leading underground cartoonist from the first wave of underground cartoons
back in the late 60s/early 70s. The Sweeter Side of R Crumb is just that. Away
with his 'reputation', this book illuminates a side that few see. The pages are filled
with diverse images from musical legends to landscapes, to self portraits. Bet you
never knew Crumb had a sweeter side! Well, this collection of career-spanning
artwork proves it. The honesty of Crumb's self expression is not always pretty or
sweet, but pulled together here are over 100 appealing drawings of blues singers
and ot Yes indeed, there is a "sweeter side" to R. Crumb. These delectable
illustrations whether depicting Bernie the Cat pawing for his master's affection, the
timeworn beauty of a French village cul-de-sac, or a quiet night chez Crumb
wonderfully exemplify the many tender moments that have, until now, played
second fiddle to the cult icon's more. Yes indeed, there is a "sweeter side" to R.
Crumb. These delectable illustrations—whether depicting Bernie the Cat pawing
for his master's affection, the timeworn beauty of a French village cul-de-sac, or a
quiet night chez Crumb—wonderfully exemplify the many tender moments that
have, until now, played second fiddle to the cult icon's more. Yes indeed, there is
a "sweeter side" to R. Crumb. These delectable illustrations-whether depicting
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Bernie the Cat pawing for his master's affection, the timeworn beauty of a French
village cul-de-sac, or a quiet night chez Crumb-wonderfully exemplify the many
tender moments that have, until now, played second fiddle to the cult icon's more.
From the greatest draughtsman of the 20th and 21st century, an exclusive
collection of drawings that reveal the tender side of R. Crumb. Evocative, haunting
images of people and places dear to the man who hates to be known as (But is)
America's Greatest Living Artist. Yes indeed, there is a "sweeter side" to R.
Crumb. These delectable illustrations whether depicting Bernie the Cat pawing for
his master's affection, the timeworn beauty of a French village cul-de-sac, or a
quiet night chez Crumb wonderfully exemplify the many tender moments that
have, until now, played second fiddle to the cult icon's more. SWEETER SIDE OF
R. CRUMB ROBERT CRUMB Book Number: 75834 Product format: Paperback
Described as a graphic novel, this is an American first edition of kinder drawings
'being a delightful collection. The sweeter side of R. Crumb. [R Crumb] -- From the
greatest draughtsman of the 20th-and the 21st-Century an exclusive collection of
drawings that reveal the tender side of R. Crumb. Evocative, haunting images of
people and places dear to the. Yes indeed, there is a "sweeter side" to R. Crumb.
These delectable illustrations—whether depicting Bernie the Cat pawing for his
master's affection, the timeworn beauty of a French village cul-de-sac, or a quiet
night chez Crumb—wonderfully exemplify the many tender moments that have,
until now, played second fiddle to the cult icon's more. About Robert R. Crumb
Born in Philadelphia, R. Crumb is the author of numerous comic works and one of
the pioneers of underground comics and arguably one of the most famous
cartoonists in history. His books include The Book of Genesis Illustrated by R.
Crumb, and many more. R. Crumb is the author of the The New York Times
bestseller The Book of Genesis Illustrated by R. Crumb. He lives the sweet life in
the south of France with his wife, Aline and two "wittle putty-cats".
THE SWEETER SIDE OF R. CRUMB BY ROBERT CRUMB - GOODREADS
Gathering all three volumes of R. Crumb's acclaimed Art & Beauty Magazine, this
publication guides the reader through the 20-year history of Crumb's magazine,
from the earliest images in the 1990s to the most recent drawings completed in
2016. AbeBooks.com: The Sweeter Side of R.Crumb (9781846011580) by R
Crumb and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available
now at great prices. The legendary cartooning duo of R. Crumb and Aline
Kominsky describe the ups and downs of their marriage, the obstacles faced by
struggling artists and the way their lives changed after the birth of their daughter,
Sophie. 20,000 first printing. Yes indeed, there is a "sweeter side" to R. Crumb.
These delectable illustrations-whether depicting Bernie the Cat pawing for his
master's affection, the timeworn beauty of a French village cul-de-sac, or a quiet
night chez Crumb-wonderfully exemplify the many tender moments that have, until
now, played second fiddle to the cult icon's more. Note: Citations are based on
reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between
applications and fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or
preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher, institution or
organization should be applied. 9781846011146 - The Sweeter Side of R. Crumb
by R Crumb. "This exclusive collection of haunting images of people and places
reveals the tender side of R. Crumb. The Sweeter Side of R. Crumb by Robert R.
Crumb 9780393333718 (Paperback, 2010) Delivery Australian shipping is usually
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within 12 to 15 working days. Yes indeed, there is a sweeter side to R. Crumb.
These delectable illustrations--whether depicting Bernie the Cat pawing for his
master's affection, the timeworn beauty of a French village cul-de-sac, or a quiet
night chez Crumb--wonderfully exemplify the many tender moments that have,
until now, played second fiddle to the cult icon's more. The Sweeter Side Of R
Crumb By Crumb, R. Available copies: The Sweeter Side Of R Crumb By Crumb,
R. Best match;. Yes indeed, there is a ""sweeter side"" to R. Born in Philadelphia,
R. Crumb is the author of numerous comic works and one of the pioneers of
underground comics and arguably one of the most famous cartoonists in history.
His books include The Book of Genesis Illustrated by R. Crumb, and many more.
He lives in the south of France with his wife. Best books like The Sweeter Side of
R. Crumb : #1 In the Studio: Visits with Contemporary Cartoonists #2 The Acme
Novelty Datebook, Vol. 1, 1986-1995 #3. This Pin was discovered by Jeff Faria.
Discover (and save!) your own Pins on Pinterest. Being a fan of R Crumbs' work I
wanted to share these drawings of buildings from the book "The Sweeter Side of
R. Find this Pin and more on R. Crumb by Jean-Claude Delettrez.
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